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PCP pathwayerin Flamingo plays key roles in a number of developmental processes. We have
used the sensory nervous system of the Drosophila embryo to shed light on the mechanism by which
Flamingo regulates axon growth. ﬂamingo loss of function mutants display a highly penetrant sensory axon
stall phenotype. The location of these axon stalls is stereotypic and corresponds to the position of
intermediate target cells, with which sensory axons associate during normal development. This suggests that
Flamingo mediates an interaction between the sensory neuron growth cones and these intermediate targets,
which is required for continued axon advance. Mutant rescue experiments show that Flamingo expression is
required only in sensory neurons for normal axon growth. The ﬂamingo mutant phenotype can be partially
rescued by expressing a Flamingo construct lacking most of the extracellular domain, suggesting that
regulation of sensory axon advance by Flamingo does not absolutely depend upon a homophilic Flamingo–
Flamingo interaction or its ability to mediate cell–cell adhesion. Loss of function mutants for a number of key
genes that act together with Flamingo in the planar cell polarity pathway do not display the highly penetrant
stalling phenotype seen in ﬂamingo mutants.
Crown Copyright © 2008 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.IntroductionThe growth of neuronal processes, neurites, to their pre- or post-
synaptic targets during development is regulated by a diverse array of
secreted and cell surface molecules. A prominent group of these
molecules is the cadherin superfamily (reviewed in Ranscht, 2000).
The Drosophila molecule Flamingo (also called Starry night (Stan)), a
seven-pass transmembrane atypical cadherin, and its vertebrate
orthologues, the Celsr proteins, have been shown in several studies
to play important roles in the regulation of axon and dendrite growth.
However, the precise nature of those functions and the molecular
mechanisms that underlie them are poorly understood.
In different neurons, Flamingo apparently plays multiple and
opposing functional roles. In some situations, it inhibits or constrains
the growth of dendrites (Gao et al., 1999, 2000; Grueber et al., 2002;
Reuter et al., 2003; Sweeney et al., 2002) and axons (Reuter et al.,
2003), whereas in other cases it promotes or stabilizes axon contact
with target cells (Chen and Clandinin, 2008; Lee et al., 2003; Senti
et al., 2003). Functional diversity is also displayed by mouse Celsr
proteins: Celsr2 promotes or maintains dendrite growth (Shima et al.,
2004), while Celsr3 represses dendrite growth (Shima et al., 2007) and
promotes axon growth (Tissir et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2008). In some
contexts, Flamingo/Celsr is required cell autonomously in growing
neurons (Kimura et al., 2006; Sweeney et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2008),Whitington).
08 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rigwhereas in others it has a non-cell autonomous function (Chen and
Clandinin, 2008; Zhou et al., 2008).
Whether, in these various roles, Flamingo/Celsr proteins act in a
passive fashion as cell adhesion molecules, mediating adhesion of
neurites to their substrate or whether they function as receptors,
mediating active interactions between the growth cone and environ-
mental guidance cues is unclear. The molecular structure of Flamingo
would seem to allow either possibility. Flamingo/Celsr proteins have
the structural hallmarks of cell adhesion molecules (repeated
cadherin motifs in their extracellular domain) and indeed they
mediate cell–cell adhesion in vitro via a homophilic binding mechan-
ism (Shima et al., 2007; Usui et al., 1999). At the same time, these
proteins possess extracellular motifs found in receptors (a G-protein
coupled peptide hormone receptor or HRM domain). In addition,
Flamingo is a component of an intensively studied cell signalling
pathway — the non-canonical Frizzled or planar cell polarity (PCP)
pathway (Chae et al., 1999; Usui et al., 1999).
Much of our understanding of how Flamingo functions in
regulating neurite growth has been gleaned from studies carried out
in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) of the Drosophila embryo and
larva. This system is advantageous because each of the 43 sensory
neurons in abdominal segments has been individually identiﬁed,
allowing gene function to be linked to cellular outcomes with a high
degree of resolution (Bodmer and Jan, 1987; Ghysen et al., 1986;
Orgogozo and Grueber, 2005). Almost all studies to date of Flamingo
function in embryonic/larval sensory neurons have focused on its role
in regulation of dendrite growth. Sweeney et al. (2002) examined thehts reserved.
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axon growth defects, while Bao et al. (2007) reported defects in
neuromuscular synapse formation in fmi mutants.
A wealth of information is available concerning the cellular events
underlying axon growth from sensory neurons in the wild type
embryo (Harris and Whitington, 2001; Hartenstein, 1988), and a
number of key guidance molecules have been identiﬁed and their
contributions to axon growth and guidance analysed (Bates and
Whitington, 2007; Giniger et al., 1993; Kolodziej et al., 1995; Martin
et al., 2008; Parsons et al., 2003). We have sought to exploit this
knowledge to shed light on the mechanism by which Flamingo
regulates axon growth, at both cellular and molecular levels. Our
detailed phenotypic analysis of fmi loss of function (LOF) mutants
suggests that Flamingo mediates recognition of key intermediate
targets by sensory growth cones and that this process is necessary for
maintenance of axon advance. Mutant rescue experiments demon-
strate that this recognition event requires Flamingo function in
sensory neurons alone. Most of the extracellular region of the
Flamingo molecule, including the cadherin domains, is at least
partially dispensable for this function.
Materials and methods
Fly stocks
Two fmi mutant alleles, stan192 and stanfrz3 (Rawls and Wolff,
2003), obtained from Bloomington Stock Centre were examined. For
genotyping, stan192 was balanced over either a CyO, wg-lacZ or a CyO,
actin GFP chromosome and homozygous mutant embryos were
identiﬁed by the absence of β-Galactosidase expression or GFP
ﬂuorescence, respectively. For the over-expression experiments,
virgin females homozygous for either the P0163-Gal4 (provided by
Michael Bate, Hummel et al., 2000), elav-Gal4 (Bloomington Stock
Centre, (Luo et al., 1994)) or TRA-Gal4 (provided by Andrea Brand,
Parsons et al., 2003) driver were crossed to males homozygous for a
UAS-fmi (encoding full length Flamingo) construct (provided by
Tadashi Uemura, Kimura et al., 2006). Mutant rescue experiments
were carried out with full length fmi (UAS-fmi) and a truncated
construct UAS-ΔN::EYFP, which lacks the entire extracellular region of
the Flamingo protein except for the HRMdomain (provided by Tadashi
Uemura, Kimura et al., 2006). Embryos of the following genotypes
were generated and analysed: +;stan192/stan192;P0163-Gal4/UAS-fmi, +;
stan192/stan192;P0163-Gal4/UAS-ΔN::EYFP, +;stan192/stan192;TRA-Gal4/
UAS-fmi and elav-Gal4;stan192/stan192;UAS-fmi. We also attempted
mutant rescue using the construct UAS-ΔCR::EYFP, which lacks just
the cadherin repeat sequences (Kimura et al., 2006). While we found
that this construct fails to rescue the fmi mutant axon growth defects
when expressed in sensory neurons (data not shown), the result is
difﬁcult to interpret, given previous reports that this construct is
inactive in cell aggregation, PCP and dendrite growth repression
assays (Kimura et al., 2006).
The following mutant alleles of PCP-pathway genes were
examined to test for the possible involvement of these genes in
sensory axon guidance: frizzled(fz)1 (Park et al., 1994), fzEY03114 and
fzBG00824 (Spradling et al., 1999), (Bellen et al., 2004); disheveled(dsh)1
(Lee and Adler, 2002), dsh3 (Strutt et al., 2006), dsh6 (Klingensmith
et al., 1994) and dshG0267; Vang gogh(Vang)stbm-6 (Wolff and Rubin,
1998) and Vangf04290 (Bellen et al., 2004; Spradling et al., 1999);
grainy head(grh)S2140 and grh06850. All mutant stocks were obtained
from Bloomington Stock Centre.
Embryo preparation
Eggs were collected for 6 h at 25 °C on apple juice–agar plates with
added yeast then placed at 18 °C for 16 h (over night), or collected
overnight at 25 °C. The eggs were chemically dechorionated. Embryoswere staged by morphological criteria (Campos-Ortega and Harten-
stein, 1985).
DiI single cell labelling
Individually identiﬁed sensory neurons were labelled with DiI by
juxtacellular injection as previously described (Merritt and Whiting-
ton, 1995). Embryos were genotyped by selection against GFP
expression before dye injection. Stained neurons were photocon-
verted in the presence of 0.2% diaminobenzidine to give a permanent
dark reaction product. In some cases, the embryo was subsequently
immuno-stained with mAb 22C10 on slide to reveal the relationship
between the labelled neuron and other sensory neurons.
Immunohistochemistry and microscopy
Embryos were stained using standard immunohistochemical
methods (Patel, 1994). The following primary antibodies were used:
mAb 22C10 (anti-Futsch (Hummel et al., 2000), used at 1:9 dilution),
mAb 1D4 (anti-FasciclinII (Seeger et al., 1993), used at 1:9), mAb
Fmi#74 (anti-Fmi (Usui et al., 1999), used at 1:20), mAb 2A12 (which
recognises an antigen in the tracheal lumen (Manning and Krasnow,
1993), used at 1:4), all supplied by the Developmental Studies
Hybridoma Bank (DSHB), anti-β-Galactosidase (mouse IgG, Promega,
Madison, USA, used at 1:250) and Cy5-conjugated anti-HRP (Jackson
Immunologicals, West Grove, Pennsylvania, USA, used at 1:100). HRP
or Alexa-488 conjugated secondary antibodies were used at dilutions
of 1:250 or 1:500 (obtained from Chemicon, Sydney, Australia).
For examination under bright ﬁeld or DIC optics, embryos were
mounted in 70% glycerol in phosphate-buffered saline and viewed in a
Zeiss Axioskop. Digital images at multiple focal planes separated by
0.5 μm were captured with a Dage-MTI DC330 video camera and a
Scion CG-7 frame grabber. Projections of in-focus images at different
focal planes were made manually using Adobe Photoshop 8.0
software. Analysis of preparations stained with ﬂuorescent probes
was performed on a Bio-RadMRC1024 confocal microscope. Images at
multiple focal planes were projected and processed using Confocal
Assistant 4.02 software.
Results
Sensory axons in fmi loss of function mutants stall at
intermediate targets
We studied two fmi LOF alleles, the genetic null stan192 and the
viable hypomorph stanfrz3. The same types of phenotypes were seen in
both alleles, but they occurred at much higher penetrance levels in
stan192. The number, pattern and orientation of sensory neurons were
normal in ﬂamingomutant embryos. However, most neurons showed
defects in axon morphology, the most prevalent phenotype being
axon stalling. We focused our attention on the dorsal sensory cluster,
the lateral sensory cluster and the neuron v′ch1, which lies just dorsal
to the lateral cluster at late embryonic stages.
Inwild type embryos, axons of the ﬁve lch5 and the lesA, lesB, lesC,
ldaA and ldaB neurons fasciculate to form an axon bundle, which turns
internally closely associated with an intermediate cellular target, the
spiracular branch (SB) of the trachea, and subsequently fasciculates
with the intersegmental nerve (ISN) (Harris and Whitington, 2001) at
early to mid stage 15.
MAb 22C10 staining of late stage 16 stan192/192 and stanfrz3/frz3
mutant embryos reveals that all or most of the axons of the lateral
group axon bundle stall before reaching the ISN in 12.5% and 2.5% of
hemisegments, respectively (Figs. 1A, B, Table 1). These values are
likely to be underestimates of true axon stalling rates, since stalls that
occur after fasciculationwith the ISN or that involve small numbers of
axons would not be evident in mAb 22C10-stained preparations.
Fig. 1. Stalling of lateral cluster axons in abdominal hemisegments of stage 16 embryos.
(A, B) mAb 22C10-stained stan192/192 embryos, showing examples of stalling of lateral
cluster (arrowheads, A, B) and v′ch1 (closed arrow, B) axons and thinning of the dorsal
fascicle (open arrow, A). These and all following images are manual projections of
multiple focal planes, oriented anterior to the top and dorsal to the right. (C) DiI-
labelled lch5-5 and v′ch1 neurons in a wild type stage 16 embryo, showing axons
projecting along the peripheral nerves towards the CNS. (D–F) DiI-labelled lateral
cluster neurons in stan192/192 embryos showing stalling at the spiracular branch (SB) of
the trachea, which is visualised by DICmicroscopy. (D) and (E) show examples of stalled
growth cones that are expanded and have multiple ﬁlopodia, while (F) shows a simple
growth cone morphology. Scale bars=10 μm. (G) Schematic showing the percentage of
lateral cluster axons in stan192/192 embryos that either enter the CNS or that stall in the
periphery at the positions indicated.
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DiI injection reveals the same axon stalling phenotype, but at a much
higher penetrance level (81.8% of labelled cells in stan192/192 embryos,
n=33, Table 2).
DiI labelling also shows that almost all (93%) of these stalls occur at
the site of the SB, or shortly thereafter, before entry of the axon intothe ISN. The growth cone morphology of stalled axons is quite
variable, ranging from expanded growth cones with many ﬁlopodia
(Figs. 1D, E) to forked tips with two similarly prominent ﬁlopodia to
simple growth cones with no ﬁlopodia (Fig. 1F). All of the stalls occur
along the normal trajectory for the lateral cluster axons: no evidence
of axon misprojections was seen either in DiI ﬁlled neurons or in mAb
22C10-stained embryos. All of the surveyed neurons in the lateral
cluster, which include lch5-1 (8/10 stalls), lch5-2 (2/4 stalls), lch5-5
(6/7 stalls), lesB (4/5 stalls) and lesC (4/8 stalls), display the stalling
phenotype.
In stage 16 wild type embryos, a single, thick axon bundle, the
dorsal fascicle of the ISN, extends ventrally from the dorsal cluster
neurons. Stalling of the entire dorsal fascicle was never observed in
stan192/192 and stanfrz3/frz3 embryos stained with mAb 22C10.
However, the dorsal fascicle often appears much thinner than in
wild type embryos (Fig. 1A), suggesting that a subset of sensory6
axons frequently stalls (seen in 33.9% and 8.4% of hemisegments in
stan192/192 and stanfrz3/frz3 embryos, respectively, Table 1).
DiI labelling of dorsal cluster neurons, excluding dbd, in stan192/192
embryos conﬁrms that their axons stall at a high frequency (87.1%;n=31,
Table 2). 96% of these stalls occurredwithin the dorsal cluster close to or
at the cell body of the dbd neuron, which was visible under DIC optics
(Figs. 2B–E). In one case, the axon (desD) extended as far as the lateral
group before stalling. Some of the stalled dorsal axons had several
branches (Fig. 2A) and most of their growth cones showed a complex
morphology, with multiple ﬁlopodia projecting in several directions.
At least 10 different types of dorsal cluster neurons, including ddaA
(1/1 stalls), ddaB (0/1 stalls), ddaC (2/3 stalls), ddaD (3/3 stalls), ddaE
(3/3 stalls), desA2 (4/5 stalls), desB (2/2 stalls), desC (1/1 stalls), desD
(1/2 stalls), dbd (0/20 stalls) were examined. This data shows that the
stalling phenotype is widespread amongst the dorsal cluster, the
notable exception being the dbd neuron. All DiI-labelled dbd neurons
in stan192/192 embryos showed a normal axon morphology, projecting
into the central nervous system (CNS) (Fig. 2F).
Inwild type embryos, the v′ch1 axon projects to the other v′ cluster
neurons and fasciculates with their axons as it enters the segmental
nerve (SN). We have previously described in detail the normal growth
of this axon from the earliest stages of axonogenesis (Bates and
Whitington, 2007). v′ch1 axon stalling is evident in fmi mutant
embryos stained with mAb 22C10. In 7.7% (n=168) of stan192/192
hemisegments, the v′ch1 axon stalls before contacting themost dorsal
v′ cluster neurons, v′es2 neurons (Fig.1B, Table 1). DiI injections reveal
that the true penetrance of this stalling defect is much higher (70.4%,
n=27 in stan192/192 embryos). Unlike the lateral cluster axons, v′ch1
stall positions are more variable. While most (42%) stalls occurred at
the v′es2 neurons (Fig. 2G), others were found at various positions
between the v′ cluster and the edge of the CNS (Fig. 2E).
Unlike the dorsal and lateral cluster neurons, the axon of v′ch1
sometimes projects along an aberrant pathway in stan192/192 embryos,
turning anteriorly just ventral to the lch5 cluster and projecting
towards the ISN. This defect was seen in 8.9% of mAb 22C10-stained
hemisegments. 53% of these misprojected v′ch1 axons stalled before
entering the ISN. In rare cases, the v′ch1 axon bifurcates close to the
cell body and sends branches towards both the ISN and SN. Axon
misprojection of v′ch1 towards the ISN was also revealed by DiI
labelling (seen in 7.4% of labelled neurons, n=27, Fig. 2H): these
misprojecting axons stalled before entering the ISN.
Initial extension of sensory axons to intermediate targets is normal in fmi
mutant embryos
We have examined how the stalling phenotype arises by DiI
labelling dorsal cluster neurons from the earliest stages of axon
outgrowth. In wild type embryos, the ﬁrst neuron in the dorsal cluster
to initiate axon growth is dbd: it has already begun to form an axon by
late stage 12 (n=3), whereas none of the other dorsal cluster neurons
Table 1
Sensory axon phenotypes visualised by mAb 22C10 staining








w1118 0 (203) 1.4 (203) 0 (203) 0 (203) 0 (203)
stan192/+ 1.7 (119) 0 (119) 0 (119) 0 (119) 0 (119)
stan192/192 7.7⁎⁎⁎ (168) 8.9⁎⁎⁎ (168) 12.5⁎⁎⁎ (168) 0.6 (168) 33.9⁎⁎⁎ (168)
stanfrz3/frz3 1.7 (119) 0 (119) 2.5⁎ (119) 0 (119) 8.4⁎⁎⁎ (119)
P0163-Gal4/UAS-fmi 0 (140) 0 (140) 0 (140) 0 (140) 0 (140)
elav-Gal4/UAS-fmi 0 (140) 0 (140) 0 (140) 0 (140) 0 (140)
TRA-Gal4/UAS-fmi 0 (140) 0 (140) 0 (140) 0 (140) 0 (140)
stan192/192;
P0163-Gal4/UAS-fmi
– 1.6⁎⁎ (126) 1.6⁎⁎ (126) – –
elav-Gal4;stan192/192;UAS-fmi – 0.9⁎⁎ (114) 5.3⁎ (114) – –
stan192/192;TRA-Gal4/UAS-fmi – 1.8⁎⁎ (114) 10.5 (114) – –
fz1/1 0 (98) 1.0 (98) 0 (98) 1.0 (98) 0 (98)
fzBG00824/BG00824 0 (103) 0 (103) 0 (103) 1.0 (103) 0 (103)
fzEY03114/EY03114 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98)
Vangstbm-6/stbm-6 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98)
Vangf04290/f04290 0 (98) 2.0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98)
grhS2140/2140 0 (140) 8.6⁎⁎ (140) 0 (140) 2.9⁎ (140) 0 (140)
grh06850/06850 0 (98) 3.1 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98)
dsh3/3 0 (140) 3.6 (140) 0 (140) 5.7⁎⁎⁎(140) 0 (140)
dsh1/1 0 (98) 1.0 (98) 0 (98) 1.0 (98) 0 (98)
dsh6/6 0 (98) 2.0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98)
dshG0267/G0267 0 (98) 1.0 (98) 0 (98) 1 (98) 0 (98)
P0163-Gal4/UAS-dsh 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98) 0 (98)
Numbers in each cell represent the percentage of hemisegments showing that phenotype. Total number of hemisegments examined given in brackets. A signiﬁcant difference in
penetrance of phenotypes in mutant compared to wild type embryos and in rescue embryos compared to stan192/192 embryos according to a Fisher Exact test is indicated as follows:
⁎⁎⁎Pb0.001, ⁎⁎Pb0.01, ⁎Pb0.05. “–” indicates that this phenotype was not scored for this genotype.
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While neurons other than dbd could not generally be identiﬁed as
individuals at early stages of axon growth, we have sampled widely in
the dorsal cluster and are conﬁdent that our observations provide a
representative picture of the axon growth behaviour of the entire
dorsal group. Axonogenesis begins in the non-dbd neurons during
stage 13, with the outgrowth of 2–4 ventrally directed ﬁlopodia from
the ventral vertex of the cell body (Fig. 3A). Their growth cones
subsequently expand and send out a spray of ﬁlopodia (Fig. 3B), the
most ventral of which is usually the longest. Upon reaching the site of
the dbd neuron, typically at late stage 13, the exploratory ﬁlopodia
retract and the growth cone adopts a simple ‘bullet-shaped’
morphology, with just one or two ﬁlopodia extending in front of the
growth cone along the axis of axon growth (Fig. 3C). This simple
morphology is retained as the growth cone advances along the ISN
(Fig. 3D). dbd′s axon appears to maintain its lead over the other dorsal
cluster neurons as it extends towards the CNS. Dual DiI labelling of dbd
and other dorsal group neurons in adjacent hemisegments of stage
13–14 wild type embryos reveals that non-dbd neurons are alwaysTable 2
Sensory axon phenotypes visualised by DiI labelling




w1118 0 (15) 0 (15)
stan192/192 70.4⁎⁎⁎ (27) 7.4 (27) 81.8
stan192/+ 0 (6) 0 (6)
stan192/192;P0163-Gal4/UAS-fmi 0⁎⁎⁎ (10) 0 (10) 4.8
stan192/192;TRA-Gal4/UAS-fmi 67.7 (31) 9.7¶ (31) 8
stan192/192;P0163-Gal4/UAS-fmiΔN::EYFP 44.4 (18) 0 (18) 51
fzBG00824/BG00824 0 (5) 0 (5)
Vangstbm-6/stbm-6 0 (10) 0 (10)
dsh3/3 0 (17) 5.9 (17)
dsh1/1 0 (4) 0 (4)
grhS2140/2140 0 (19) 10.5 (19)
Numbers in each cell represent the percentage of labelled neurons showing that phenotype
given in brackets. A signiﬁcant difference in penetrance of phenotypes inmutant compared to
a Fisher Exact test is indicated as follows: ⁎⁎⁎Pb0.001, ⁎0.01bPb0.05. ¶all 3 of these axons m
scored for this genotype.well behind the axons of dbd neurons at all stages of their growth
towards the CNS (Fig. 3E, n=7).
The spatio-temporal pattern of axon growth up to dbd from dorsal
cluster neurons in stan192/192 embryos is similar to that seen in wild
type embryos, with dorsal cluster axons reaching dbd by late stage 13
(Figs. 3F–H). However, few of the neurons in mutant embryos undergo
the transition to a simple growth cone morphology that occurs after
this stage in wild type embryos: 91% (n=22) of dorsal cluster neurons
in stage 14 to 15 stan192/192 embryos still have a broad growth cone
with several ﬁlopodia. At stage 15, dorsal cluster neurons in stan192/192
embryos feature diverse morphologies, with axons of various lengths
and width as well as various numbers of ﬁlopodia and or axonal
branches (Figs. 3I, J). There is no indication that dorsal cluster axons
initially extend beyond the dbd cell body and subsequently retract.
Motor axons stall in fmi mutant embryos
In 39% of hemisegments (n=84) of mAb 1D4-stained stage 16








0 (24) 0 (24) 0 (25) 0 (15)
⁎⁎⁎ (33) 0 (33) 87.1⁎⁎⁎ (31) 0 (20)
0 (15) 0 (15) 0 (14) 0 (2)
⁎⁎⁎ (21) 0 (21) 5.9⁎⁎⁎ (17) 0 (4)
8.0 (25) 0 (25) 84.2 (19) 0 (3)
.9⁎ (27) 0 (27) 60.0⁎ (25) 0 (3)
0 (15) 0 (15) 0 (15) –
0 (20) 0 (20) 0 (15) –
0 (27) 0 (27) 0 (20) –
0 (16) 0 (16) 0 (6) –
0 (38) 7.9 (38) 0 (17) –
. See Figs. 1G, 2E, 6 and S6 for location of axon stalls. Total number of labelled neurons
wild type embryos and in rescue embryos compared to stan192/192 embryos according to
isprojected posteriorly, rather than anteriorly. “–” indicates that this phenotype was not
Fig. 2. Stalling of dorsal cluster and v′ch1 axons in abdominal hemisegments of stage 16
embryos. (A) DiI-labelled ddaE neuron in a wild type embryo, showing axon projection
along the ISN towards the CNS. The following structures are evident under DIC optics:
cell body of dbd (asterisk), tracheal branches, dorsal trunk (DT) and transverse
commissures (TC) and dendrites of lch5 neurons (bracket). (B–D) DiI-labelled dorsal
cluster neurons in stan192/192 embryos, showing stalling at the cell body of dbd
(asterisk). Arrow in panel B indicates a branch heading off the stalled main axon. dbd in
the adjacent hemisegment in B has been labelled with DiI. Bracket in panel C shows the
position of the lch5 cluster. (E) Schematic showing percentage of dorsal cluster and v′
ch1 axons in stan192/192 embryos that either enter the CNS or that stall at the positions
indicated. (F) DiI-labelled dbd neurons in adjacent hemisegments of a stan192/192
embryo, showing normal axon projections along the ISN towards the CNS. (G, H) DiI-
labelled v′ch1 neurons in stan192/192 embryos. Arrowheads show the position of the
most dorsal neurons in the v′ cluster, visualised by DIC optics. The neuron in panel G has
projected towards and stalled at these v′ neurons, while the neuron in panel H has
misprojected towards the SB before stalling. Scale bars=10 μm.
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B). In most of these cases, the ISN motor fascicle is abnormally thin
right from its exit from the ventral nerve cord, suggesting that a
subset of motor axons has stalled at an early stage of growth within
the CNS. Arborisations of ISN motor axons over dorsal muscles aremissing in 85% of hemisegments in stan192/192 embryos (Fig. 4B).
Motor axons of the SN are affected by loss of Flamingo function to an
even greater extent than ISN motor axons. In 79% of hemisegments,
the branch of the SN that projects to the ventro–lateral region, SNa,
is entirely missing (Fig. 4B). In a further 12% of hemisegments, the
SN extends to the location where it would usually branch into the
dorsal and posterior fascicle, but one or both of these branches is
missing.
To assess whether sensory axon stalls in ﬂamingomutant embryos
are a secondary consequence of these motor axon stalls, we double-
stained stage 16 stan192/192 embryos with both mAb 1D4 and mAb
22C10.We observed several cases where the v′ch1 axon projects along
its normal pathway in the same hemisegment inwhich the SNamotor
axon branch is missing. Conversely, some v′ch1 axons misproject
towards the ISN in hemisegments in which both SN motor axon
branches are present (cf. Figs. 4C, D). This shows that stalling of motor
axons does not inevitably result in the stalling of sensory axons with
which they normally associate, and vice-versa.
Flamingo is widely expressed in the periphery of wild type embryos
To determine the normal expression pattern of Flamingo protein,
we carried out immunohistochemical staining with mAb Fmi#74 on
wild type embryos spanning the period of sensory axon growth, from
stage 13 to early stage 15.
Consistent with earlier reports of Fmi expression at late embryonic
and larval stages (Bao et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2000; Sweeney et al.,
2002), Flamingo was found to be strongly expressed in all sensory cell
bodies and in sensory and motor axons from early stage 13 through to
late embryogenesis (Figs. 5A, B). In addition, the entire central
neuropile shows high levels of Flamingo expression as do the
adherens junctions of epithelial cells in the body wall (Gao et al.,
2000; Sweeney et al., 2002).
We have also observed a previously unreported expression of
Flamingo in all primary tracheal branches (Fig. 5C), including the
dorsal trunk, dorsal branch, transverse connective, ganglionic
branch, lateral trunk and the SB. Flamingo expression is restricted
to the lateral and apical (luminal) surfaces of the tracheal cells,
except in the case of the developing posterior lateral trunk (LTp),
where Flamingo is found over the entire tracheal cell surface. While
Flamingo is expressed in the trachea, it is not apparently required for
normal tracheal development: stan192/192 embryos stained with the
tracheal lumen speciﬁc antibody mAb 2A12 show a normal tracheal
branching pattern (n=10 hemisegments; Fig. S1 in supplementary
material).
Flamingo overexpression has no effect on sensory axon morphology
To test whether overexpression of Flamingo affects sensory axon
growth, embryos carrying a UAS-fmi construct and either a PO163-
Gal4 (drives expression in all sensory neurons), elav-Gal4 (drives
expression in all neurons) or TRA-Gal4 (drives expression in trachea)
construct in an otherwise wild type background were immunostained
with mAb 22C10. These embryos were also stained with mAb Fmi#74
to verify elevated levels of Flamingo expression in the relevant tissues
in comparison to wild type embryos (see Fig. S2 in supplementary
material).
In no case did embryos overexpressing Fmi in any of the tested
tissues show defects in sensory axon morphology, as visualised by
mAb 22C10 staining. All sensory axons apparently follow their normal
trajectories and there is no evidence of axon stalling, misprojection or
thinning of fascicles (n=140 hemisegments for each type of over-
expression; see Fig. S3 in supplementary material and Table 1).
Immunohistochemical staining with mAb 2A12 showed that tracheal
morphology was normal in embryos overexpressing Fmi in the
trachea (see Fig. S3 in supplementary material).
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sensory axon stall phenotype
To determine in which tissues Flamingo expression is required to
carry out its role in regulation of sensory axon growth, we
generated embryos that express Flamingo in either all sensory
neurons (stan192/192;P0163-Gal4/UAS-fmi), in all neurons (elav-Gal4/+;
stan192/192;UAS-fmi/+) or in the trachea (stan192/192;TRA-Gal4/UAS-fmi)
in an otherwise stan192/192 mutant background. Staining of these
embryos with mAb Fmi#74 showed that they expressed FlamingoFig. 3. DiI labelled dorsal cluster neurons at different embryonic stages in wild type (A–E) an
growth to dbd is similar inwild type and stan192/192 embryos. By stage 14–15, dorsal cluster ax
stan192/192 embryos of the same age (I, J) axons have stalled at or before dbd and typically reta
shows that dbd′s axon is in the lead as both axons advance along the ISN towards the CNS (E)
dorsal trunk of the trachea, a convenient landmark to judge the relative positions of the labprotein in the intended tissues at levels at least as high as wild type
embryos (see Fig. S4 in supplementary material). Flamingo expression
driven by elav-Gal4was less consistent thanwith the other two driver
lines: 40% of elav-Gal4/+-;stan192/192;UAS-fmi/+ embryos showed low
or no expression of Flamingo. In addition, TRA-Gal4 successfully drove
Flamingo expression in the SB in only 20% of hemisegments.
Rescue embryos were stained with mAb 22C10 and individual
sensory neurons were labelled with DiI to compare their axon
morphologies with stan192/192 and wild type embryos. For the mAb
22C10 analysis, two obvious and unambiguous phenotypes observedd stan192/192 (F–J) embryos, showing the spatio-temporal pattern of axon growth. Axon
ons inwild type embryos have grown past dbd and are advancing along the ISN (D, E). In
in a complex morphology. Labelling of dbd and a dda neuron in adjacent hemisegments
. Asterisks show the position of the dbd cell body. Arrowheads indicate the lumen of the
elled neurons. Scale bars=10 μm.
Fig. 4.Motor axon morphology in abdominal hemisegments of wild type (A, C) and stan192/192 (B, D) embryos. Motor axons are visualised by mAb 1D4 immuno-staining (blue/grey).
Embryos in panels C and D have been double stained with mAb 22C10 (brown) to reveal sensory axon morphology. (A) In wild type embryos, motor axons defasciculate from the ISN
and arborise over muscles in the dorsal body wall (arrows), while axons of the SN defasciculate to form the anterior (triangle) and posterior (arrowhead) branches of SNa, which
innervate lateral muscles. (B) In the posterior hemisegment of this stan192/192 embryo, the dorsal part of the ISN (open arrow) is much thinner than normal and dorsal branches of the
ISN are missing in some cases (white arrows). The thickenings of the nerve at the sites of the missing branches may represent stalled motor axons. The SN is also much thinner than
normal in both hemisegments and anterior and posterior branches of SNa are missing (white triangles and arrowheads). (C) This hemisegment from a wild type embryo shows the
close association between the v′ch1 axon (arrow) and the SNa motor axons (triangle). (D) In this stan192/192 embryo, the v′ch1 axon (arrow) misprojects anteriorly before stalling,
while both anterior (triangle) and posterior (arrowhead) branches of SNa are present. Scale bars=10 μm.
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the ISN and stalling of the lateral fascicle before reaching the ISN.
Expression of Flamingo in all sensory neurons reduced the
penetrance of the v′ch1 and lateral cluster axon defects, as visualised
by mAb 22C10 staining, to wild type levels of 1.6% (n=126, Table 1,
Pb0.01). This result was conﬁrmed by DiI labelling. All DiI-labelled
v′ch1 neurons in stan192/192;P0163-Gal4/UAS-fmi embryos (n=10)
exhibited a wild type axon morphology (Table 2, see Fig. S5 in
supplementary material). 90% of labelled lateral group neurons
(n=19) had a wild type axon morphology, projecting into the CNS,
while one axon stalled at the SB (Table 2, see Fig. 6A). Additionally,
one lch5-4 axon misprojected dorsally within the ISN, a phenotype
not seen in stan192/192 mutants (Figs. 6A and S5 in supplementary
material). DiI labelling of 17 non-dbd dorsal group neurons in
stan192/192;PO163-Gal4/UAS-fmi embryos showed that all but one
axon projected normally along the ISN into the VNC (Table 2). The
one exception stalled within the ISN near the lateral group (Fig. 6A).
These results strongly suggest that expression of Flamingo in all
sensory neurons is sufﬁcient for normal sensory axon growth.
Expression of Flamingo in all neurons, using the elav-Gal4 driver,
reduced the penetrance of v′ch1 misprojections, as visualised by mAb
22C10 staining, to only 0.9% of hemisegments (n=114, Table 1,
Pb0.01). Stalling of the lateral fascicle was observed in 5.3% of
hemisegments representing a 50% reduction in penetrance of the
stan192/192 phenotype (n=114, Table 1, Pb0.05). The incomplete rescue
of the mutant phenotype in this case, in comparison to the virtually
complete rescue achieved with the P0163-Gal4 driver, is probably due
to the inconsistent Flamingo expression generated by the elav-Gal4
driver.
Expression of Flamingo in the trachea did not, in general, rescue
the fmi mutant sensory axon phenotypes. MAb 22C10 staining
revealed that the lateral fascicle in stan192/192;TRA-Gal4/UAS-fmi
embryos stalls in 10.5% of hemisegments (n=114), almost the same
level as seen in stan192/192 embryos (Table 1). DiI labelling conﬁrmed
this result for lateral cluster neurons (cf. Fig. S6 in supplementary
material and Fig. 1G) and also demonstrated a lack of rescue of thedorsal cluster and v′ch1 stall phenotypes (cf. Fig. S6 in supplementary
material and Fig. 2E and see Table 2).
The v′ch1 anterior misprojection defect was present in only 1.8%
of hemisegments of mAb 22C10-stained stan192/192;TRA-Gal4/UAS-fmi
embryos (n=114, Table 1), suggesting that Flamingo expression in
the trachea can rescue this aspect of the mutant phenotype (Pb0.01).
This defect was not seen in any of 31 DiI-labelled v′ch1 neurons in
stan192/192;TRA-Gal4/UAS-fmi embryos, although three v′ch1 axons
were found to have projected aberrantly towards the posterior
segment border (Fig. S6 in supplementary material).
A. Flamingo construct lacking most of the extracellular region partially
rescues the fmi mutant phenotype
We attempted to rescue the stan192/192 mutant phenotype by
expressing a mutant version of fmi, fmiΔN::EYFP, which lacks almost
all of the extracellular motifs (including the cadherin domains,
laminin G domains and EGF-like motifs) but retains the HRM domain
in all sensory neurons in a stan192/192 mutant background.
DiI labelling shows that there is a partial rescue of the axon stalling
phenotype in stan192/192;PO163-Gal4/UAS-fmiΔN::EYFP embryos. 40%
of non-dbd dorsal cluster axons (n=25) and 48.1% of lateral group
axons (n=27) projected all the way into the ventral nerve cord (Fig.
6B), signiﬁcantly higher percentages than in stan192/192 embryos,
(Table 2). The same trend was observed for v′ch1 neurons (55.6% of
axons enter the CNS, n=18, Fig. 6B), although the degree of rescue did
not reach statistical signiﬁcance (Table 2). No v′ch1 misprojections
were observed in ΔN rescue embryos. Stalled dorsal, lateral and v′ch1
axons in ΔN rescue embryos had also generally extended further out
the nerve than in stan192/192 embryos (cf. Fig. 6B with Figs. 2D, 1F).
Regulation of sensory axon growth by Flamingo appears not to be
mediated via the PCP pathway
To test for a potential role of the PCP-pathway in abdominal
sensory axon guidance in general and in the ﬂamingo-dependent
Fig. 5. Expression of Flamingo in the PNS of wild type embryos, as revealed by mAb Fmi#74 immunohistochemical staining. (A) An early stage 13 embryo stained using a HRP-
conjugated secondary antibody (against Fmi#74 primary antibody) and DAB chromagen. The midline of the CNS is indicated by a dashed line. Flamingo expression is evident in the
cell bodies of the dorsal cluster neurons (brackets), axons of the dorsal (arrows) and lateral cluster (black arrowhead) sensory neurons and motor axons of the ISN (triangle) and SN
(black and white arrowhead), which have just exited the CNS. (B, C) Projections of subepidermal confocal slices of a stage 14 embryo double stained with Cy5-conjugated anti-HRP
antibody and Alexa488-conjugated anti-mouse IgG (against Fmi#74 primary antibody). (B) Cy5 channel showing clusters of sensory neuron cell bodies and axons. (C) Alexa488
channel showing Flamingo expression in all sensory neuron clusters and their axons and the lumen of the following branches of the tracheal system — SB, spiracular branch, DT,
dorsal trunk, TC, transverse commissure, VT, visceral trunk, LTa, LTp, anterior and posterior branches of the lateral trunk, DB, dorsal branch. Scale bars=10 μm.
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fz1, fzBG00824,fzEY03114, dsh1, dsh6, dshG0267, Vangstbm-6, Vangf04290,
grhS2140 and grh06850 were screened for the v′ch1 misprojection or
sensory axon stalling phenotypes using mAb 22c10 staining and, in
most cases, single neuron DiI-labelling.
None of the fz or Vang mutant embryos examined displayed any
sensory axon abnormalities. dsh and grhmutant embryos showed the
same low penetrant v′ch1 misprojection defects possessed by fmi
mutants, but no evidence of stalling by any of the sensory neurons
(Tables 1, 2). Lateral cluster axon misprojections to the SN or dorsally
along the ISN, not seen in fmi mutants, were observed at low
frequency in dsh and grh mutants (Tables 1, 2).
Discussion
Flamingo is required for sensory axon advance but not initial
axon growth
To better understand the mechanisms by which Flamingo
regulates axon growth, we have chosen a system that permits analysis
of gene function at the level of single, identiﬁed neurons — the
abdominal sensory nervous system of the Drosophila embryo. Loss of
Flamingo function results in a highly penetrant sensory axon stalling
phenotype, showing that Flamingo is essential for axon advance in
these neurons. All except one sensory neuron examined in our study,
the dorsal cluster cell dbd, show this phenotype. The only other type
of axon defect observed was a low penetrant misprojection pheno-
type, displayed by the v′ch1 neuron.
Sweeney et al. (2002) have previously examined the morphology
of single fmimutant dorsal cluster multiple dendrite (MD) neurons inwild type larvae, generated by the MARCM technique. They reported
axon stalling defects at modest (10%) penetrance levels, as well as
other phenotypes, including defasciculation and aberrant axon
branching. The lower penetrance of the stall phenotype compared to
our ﬁndings for fmi mutant embryos may be due to perdurance of
Flamingo in mutant neurons generated by MARCM. Alternatively, it
may reﬂect a non-autonomous role for Flamingo in the environment
of sensory axons, which is not revealed by removal of Flamingo
function in the growing neuron alone.
While Flamingo appears to be essential for axon advance, it is not
required for the initiation of axon growth and growth to early
intermediate target cells. The ﬁrst segment of the axon is present in all
stalled sensory neurons in our study. In addition, dorsal cluster
neurons in wild type and fmimutant embryos show the same pattern
of exploratory ﬁlopodial extension and axon advance towards the dbd
neuron.
Flamingo appears to mediate interactions between growth cones and
intermediate targets necessary for continued axon advance
Sensory axons in fmimutants stall at reproducible positions, which
correspond to sites of key intermediate target cells — dbd for dorsal
cluster neurons, SB for lateral cluster neurons and the v′es2 neurons
for v′chl. Growth cones associate closely with those cells at an early
stage of outgrowth in wild type embryos and their behaviour changes
suddenly after contact with them (Bates andWhitington, 2007; Harris
and Whitington, 2001). Furthermore, at least in the case of the lateral
cluster axons and the SB, there is experimental evidence that an
interactionwith the intermediate target is important for sensory axon
advance (Harris and Whitington, 2001). Whether axon growth along
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presence of dbd has not yet been tested by dbd ablation. The cell body
of dbd cannot be unambiguously identiﬁed before axon growth has
commenced from other dorsal cluster neurons making this experi-
ment impossible at the current time.
The stalling of sensory axons at these intermediate targets in fmi
mutants strongly suggests that Flamingo normally mediates some key
interaction between their growth cones and those targets, which is
essential for continued axon advance. We conclude that the role of
Flamingo in this context is not to regulate growth cone motility per se,
but to mediate interactions with intermediate cellular targets that are
necessary for continued advance along the normal pathway. The
nature of those interactions remains to be established. A recent study
has shown that the Flamingo orthologue Celsr3 mediates interactionsFig. 6. Schematics showing percentage of lateral cluster, dorsal cluster and v′ch1 axons
in stan192/192;P0163-Gal4/UAS-fmi (A) and stan192/192;PO163-Gal4/UAS-fmi ΔN::EYFP
embryos (B) that either enter the CNS or that stall at the positions indicated. Note
dorsal axon misprojection by one lch5 neuron in a stan192/192;P0163-Gal4/UAS-fmi
embryo. An image of this neuron (lch5-4) is shown in Fig. S5 in supplementary data.between axons and guidepost cells in the embryonic mouse brain
(Zhou et al., 2008), providing further support to the case for
evolutionary conservation of Flamingo function in regulation of axon
growth.
Axon growth from the pioneering neuron dbd is independent of
Flamingo function
The only sensory neuron examined that does not show axon
stalling in fmi mutant embryos is dbd: growth of this axon does not
apparently require Flamingo function. We have presented strong
evidence from DiI labelling that dbd is the ﬁrst axon to grow out from
the dorsal cluster, i.e. it is the pioneer axon for this cluster. The lack of
dependence of dbd on Flamingo functionmay be related to its role as a
pioneer axon: it may utilize different cellular substrates and be subject
to different growth regulatory factors to follower axons. It has
previously been claimed that the ISN is pioneered by the pair of
desA2 neurons (Hartenstein, 1988). However, this conclusion was
based on the assumption that mAb 22C10 immunoreactivity is equally
strong in all types of sensory neurons at the onset of axon growth.
Interestingly, dbd is also the only sensory neuron that does not
display axon stalling in neuroglian mutant embryos (Martin et al.,
2008). dbd possesses a number of other special features. It is an
evolutionary conserved neuron, being the Drosophila homologue of
the dorsal longitudinal stretch receptor (Schrader and Merritt, 2007),
a cell which is present in all major insect groups examined, including
the primitive, wingless insects (Finlayson,1976). dbd also arises from a
unique and possibly ancestral cell lineage, which involves just one
division of a precursor cell, rather than the four divisions that generate
other sensory neurons (reviewed by (Lai and Orgogozo, 2004)).
Flamingo regulates embryonic motor axon growth
Our analysis of fmi mutant embryos has revealed a previously
undescribed role for Flamingo in regulation of motor axon growth in
the embryo. Motor axons of both the SN and ISN appear to stall at
various points along their trajectories, both shortly after exiting the
CNS as well as in the vicinity of their target muscles. Given the close
relationship between sensory andmotor axon growth in the periphery
(Harris and Whitington, 2001; Hartenstein, 1988), this ﬁnding might
suggest that sensory axon stalling in fmimutant embryos is an indirect
consequence of motor axon stalling. Two observations speak against
this idea. First, v′ch1 axons were seen to project normally in the same
hemisegments in which SNa motor axon branches were missing.
Second, sensory axon stalls in fmi mutants can be rescued by driving
full-length Flamingo in sensory neurons alone.
Does recognition by sensory axons of intermediate targets require
Flamingo function in the growing axon and/or the target cells?
The rescue of the fmi mutant phenotype achieved by expressing
Flamingo in sensory neurons shows that Flamingo function in sensory
neurons is sufﬁcient to perform its role in regulation of sensory axon
advance. This result complements the ﬁnding from a previousMARCM
study (Sweeney et al., 2002) that Flamingo function is necessary in
dorsal MD sensory neurons for their normal axon growth.
This raises the question of whether Flamingo function is required
in both the growing sensory axon as well as the intermediate targets
with which it interacts. The dendrite overextension phenotype of
embryonic sensory neurons in fmi mutants can be rescued by driving
Flamingo in sensory neurons alone (Kimura et al., 2006). This ﬁnding
suggests that Flamingo is required in the growing dendrites but not
their growth substrate, assuming that Flamingo mediates an interac-
tion between sensory neuron dendrites and the epidermis (Kimura
et al., 2006). Analysis of mosaic animals generated by forward and
reverse MARCM has been used to argue for a homophilic Flamingo–
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system of Drosophila (Chen and Clandinin, 2008).
We cannot yet provide a deﬁnitive answer to the question of
whether Flamingo function is required in both sensory axons and their
growth substrates. If Flamingo is mediating an interaction between
sensory axons and cells other than sensory neurons, then our mutant
rescue results with the sensory neuron-speciﬁc driver would argue
that Flamingo is required only in the growing sensory axon, i.e. it is
acting in a heterophilic fashion. However, in the one situation where
that would seem to apply – the lateral cluster/SB interaction – we
cannot rule out the possibility that Flamingo actually mediates an
interaction between sensory axons.
Driving Flamingo expression in the trachea alone rescues one
aspect of the fmimutant phenotype— v′ch1 axonmisprojection.While
this result suggests that Flamingo on the trachea acts heterophilically
with some other molecule on the v′ch1 axon to regulate its growth in
this experimental situation, it is unclear whether such an interaction
plays any role during normal development.
Our rescue experiment results leave open the possibility of either a
homophilic or heterophilic mechanism for Flamingo function in
situations where sensory axons interact with intermediate targets
that are sensory neurons, e.g. in the case of dorsal cluster/dbd or v′
ch1/v′ cluster interactions. However, the partial rescue achieved with
a Flamingo construct lacking the extracellular domains known to
facilitate homophilic interactions argues in favour of a heterophilic
function of Flamingo in regulating sensory axon growth.
Flamingo regulates sensory axon advance by a mechanism that is
partially independent of cell adhesion
Since Flamingo protein possesses structural features of both cell
adhesion and signalling molecules, the question arises as towhether it
acts as a CAM or a receptor in regulating neurite growth in vivo. In the
visual system, a truncated form of Flamingo lacking the intracellular
domain generates the same over-expression R cell axon misprojection
phenotypes in the lamina as the full length protein (Chen and
Clandinin, 2008). This result was taken as evidence that Flamingo acts
to regulate adhesive interactions between axons in this context. In
contrast, Flamingo does not appear to play a primarily adhesive
function in regulating sensory neuron dendrite growth in the embryo:
a truncated form of the molecule lacking most of the extracellular
domain (FmiΔN::EYFP), including the cadherin, laminin G and EGF-
like motifs, but retaining the HRM, transmembrane and intracellular
domains partially rescues the dendrite overgrowth phenotype of ﬂa-
mingo mutants (Kimura et al., 2006).
We have likewise found that expression of the FmiΔN::EYFP
construct in sensory neurons leads to a partial rescue of the ﬂamingo
mutant axon stall phenotypes, at a similar level to that reported by
(Kimura et al., 2006). This result may suggest that Flamingo regulates
both sensory axon and dendrite growth in the embryo by binding to
an as-yet-unidentiﬁed ligand via the HRM domain, as previously
suggested by Kimura et al. (2006), or as part of an in cis-protein
complex, rather than by facilitating adhesion between neurites and
their growth substrates. It appears that different molecular mechan-
isms underlie regulation of neurite growth by Flamingo in different
developmental contexts.
Flamingo regulates sensory axon advance by a PCP
pathway-independent mechanism
Given the involvement of Flamingo in PCP signalling, considerable
attention has been given to the possibility that the neurite growth
regulatory functions of Flamingo aremediated via this pathway.While
there is some evidence that the mouse fmi orthologue Celsr3 does
interact with the frizzled orthologue Fzd3 during axon tract develop-
ment (Tissir et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2006),previous studies in Drosophila have provided little support for this
notion. Mutation of other PCP family genes does not result in fmi-like
phenotypes in either sensory neuron dendrites in the embryo (Gao
et al., 2000) or of R cell axons in the visual system (Senti et al., 2003).
Our own examination of LOF mutants in several core PCP pathway
genes, including frizzled, dishevelled, van gogh/strabismus, and grainy
head has revealed no evidence for the highly penetrant, sensory axon
stall defects that characterize the fmi mutant phenotype. dsh and grh
mutants do show sensory axon growth defects, but these involve axon
misprojections, rather than stalling and occur at low penetrance
levels. We conclude that fmi, dsh and grh regulate sensory axon
growth, but by different molecular pathways, none of which are likely
to involve PCP-signalling. The identity of those pathways remains to
be elucidated.
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